Birds in the Ancient World Jeremy Mynott OxfOrd UnIversITy Press (2018)
From nightingales trilling in ancient Rome's suburbs to the migrating cranes minutely observed by Aristotle in his fourth-century-bc History of Animals, birds pervaded early Mediterranean civilizations. Jeremy Mynott's masterful cultural and scientific history tours their roles as timepieces, soundscapes, pets, messaging services -even intermediaries with the supernatural. The vivid artworks and literary passages give this wings: here is the Greek poet Aratus on finches "chirruping shrilly at dawn" before a storm; there, a surreal Roman recipe for flamingo stewed with coriander.
Farsighted

Steven Johnson rIverhead (2018)
Many researchers (notably psychologist Daniel Kahneman) have wrestled with the subtle mechanics of decision-making. Now, science writer Steven Johnson has his decisive moment, looking at the deep deliberations -mapping of variables, predictions of outcomes and balancing of aims and possibilities -that underpin life-changing choices. He draws on research and compelling examples, from George Eliot's 1871 novel Middlemarch (which examines the "threadlike pressure" on the deciding mind) to the supercomputer-based climate models now influencing climate-relevant decisions across the globe.
Timefulness
Marcia Bjornerud PrInceTOn UnIversITy Press (2018)
As a geologist, Marcia Bjornerud works in many time frames: the 4.5-billion-year history of Earth, the academic year, the daily grind. That layered perspective has made her aware of the short-term thinking common in a society wedded to political terms of office and the news cycle -all of which has, she argues, contributed to our inadequate, sometimes wrongheaded response to climate change. In this trenchant study, Bjornerud calls for a new geological literacy to instil deeper knowledge of planetary rhythms and processes -"thinking like a mountain", as ecologist Aldo Leopold put it.
in molecules can typically be arranged in many stable ways, and each configuration has an associated energy; this is how Schrödinger envisages different gene alleles. But "quantum jumps" between them are generally inhibited by high energy barriers.
He goes on to propose that such geneencoding molecules (he was among those who suspected that they were large proteins) have enough potential variety in their configurations to encode huge amounts of information, and that this variety can furnish a cell's "code-script". The position of each atom matters, but the pattern does not repeat -hence his description of the molecules as being like an a periodic (irregular) solid. It wasn't an entirely new idea; Delbrück had suggested something of the kind in 1935. And biologists Hermann Muller and J. B. S. Haldane had independently proposed that chromosomes might act as templates for their own replication, in the same way that new crystal layers build up on pre-existing ones.
None of this, Schrödinger admits, answers the deeper question of "how the hereditary substance works" -that is, how it is used in development and metabolism, enabling an organism to build and sustain itself from moment to moment in what Schrödinger calls its "four-dimensional pattern" in space and time. But he makes a start on that issue by posing the question in thermodynamic terms.
This isn't a matter of energy (organisms' energy intake and output must be balanced, or they' d burn up), but of entropy, the measure of atomic disorder. The second law of thermodynamics states that entropy must increase in all processes of change. But organisms somehow stave off entropic dissolution. As Schrödinger put it, they feed on "negative entropy", using it to sustain the organization apparent in the structures and functions of cells, while paying their thermodynamic dues by heating the environment.
How they mine negative entropy, he could not say. He was forced to suggest that, in living systems, "we must be prepared to find a new type of physical law". Today, no such drastic solution seems to be needed.
The concept missing from his analysis is information. 
